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Host availability drives distributions of fungal
endophytes in the imperilled boreal realm
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Boreal forests represent the world’s largest terrestrial biome and provide ecosystem services of global importance. Highly
imperilled by climate change, these forests host Earth’s greatest phylogenetic diversity of endophytes, a hyperdiverse group
of symbionts that are defined by their occurrence within living, symptomless plant and lichen tissues. Endophytes shape the
ecological and evolutionary trajectories of plants and are therefore key to the function and resilience of terrestrial ecosystems.
A critical step in linking the ecological functions of endophytes with those of their hosts is to understand the distributions of
these symbionts at the global scale; however, turnover in host taxa with geography and climate can confound insights into
endophyte biogeography. As a result, global drivers of endophyte diversity and distributions are not known. Here, we leverage
sampling from phylogenetically diverse boreal plants and lichens across North America and Eurasia to show that host filtering in distinctive environments, rather than turnover with geographical or environmental distance, is the main determinant of
the community composition and diversity of endophytes. We reveal the distinctiveness of boreal endophytes relative to soil
fungi worldwide and endophytes from diverse temperate biomes, highlighting a high degree of global endemism. Overall, the
distributions of endophytes are directly linked to the availability of compatible hosts, highlighting the role of biotic interactions
in shaping fungal communities across large spatial scales, and the threat that climate change poses to biological diversity and
function in the imperilled boreal realm.

A

s the world’s largest terrestrial biome, boreal forests span
more than 11% of Earth’s land area and comprise around
30% of the global forest cover1. Boreal forests exert the greatest biogeophysical effects on mean global temperature and harbour
a disproportionately high level of carbon in soil, which—when combined with boreal vegetation—makes up around 50% of the planet’s
atmospheric carbon2. By 2100, warming due to climate change is
expected to have a profound effect on biodiversity and species composition in boreal forests3, yielding substantial downstream effects
on the net carbon balance and climate feedback effects driven by
these high-latitude ecosystems4–6.
Plant-associated microbial communities are increasingly recognized for their potential to facilitate rapid acclimatization of plants to
novel stressors, especially within threatened biomes7,8. Soilborne and
root-associated fungi are critical to nutrient cycling, soil dynamics,
and ecosystem productivity and resilience in boreal ecosystems9,10.
Long under-studied owing to their cryptic occurrence in healthy
aboveground tissues, fungal endophytes that occur within photosynthetic tissues of plants and in association with photosynthetic
partners in lichens11 also are key players in host health, productivity and stress mitigation12–15. Endophytes originated contemporaneously with the origin of land plants16, and comparative studies reveal
that they reach their greatest phylogenetic diversity in boreal forests, exceeding their phylogenetic diversity in tropical regions17. In
highly imperilled boreal forests, understanding the distributions of
endophytes is a critical first step in linking their ecological functions
with those of their hosts, and is key to interpreting the resilience of
ecosystems such as forests to environmental change2.

The majority of fungal endophytes are transmitted horizontally,
and over broad spatial scales their distributions generally reflect
abiotic factors, such as climate or geographical distance18,19, similar to free-living fungi in soil20. However, host communities shift in
composition with geography and climate, often confounding inferences about symbiont biogeography18. As a result, there is a need to
disentangle deterministic processes, such as host and environmental filtering, from neutral processes, such as dispersal and drift, as
drivers of endophyte diversity and distributions at a circumglobal
scale. Boreal forests represent a unique opportunity to disentangle
these factors because of their broad consistency in vegetation types,
climate and phylogenetic composition of plant and lichen communities across continental to intercontinental scales1.
We examined endophyte communities by culture-based sampling and culture-independent next-generation sequencing
(NGS) of 498 individual plant-host and lichen-host collections
that were newly obtained in seven sites in North America and
Eurasia that, together, circumscribe the global boreal belt (Fig. 1a
and Supplementary Table 1). At each site, we collected photosynthetic tissues from living asymptomatic plants, representing
Magnoliophyta, Pinophyta, Monilophyta, Lycopodiophyta and
Bryophyta, as well as lichens that comprised fungal mycobionts
with Cyanobacteria, Chlorophyta or both photobionts on soil and
moss, rock, bark or dead wood (Fig. 1b, Supplementary Fig. 1, and
Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). Overall, our sampling included at
least 60 individual plant and lichen collections per site (60–105
collections) and an average of 19 host genera per site (17–23
genera; Fig. 1). Geographical distances between individual host
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Fig. 1 | Geographical location, climate and host information for 498 individual host collections sampled for endophytes at seven boreal sites.
a, Sampling sites: Mora, Sweden (SWM); Stolby Reserve, Krasnoyarsk Territory, Russia (RUS); Bol’shekhekhtsirskii Reserve, Khabarovsk Territory, Russia
(ERU); Eagle Summit, Alaska, USA (AKE); Wood Buffalo National Park, Canada (WBC); Ives Lake Field Station, Huron Mountains, Michigan, USA (ILH);
Québec, Canada (QUC). Map source: Base map © Mapbox © OpenStreetMap. b, The number of host individuals and host genera collected at each site,
depicted with relative geographical distances among sites (top dendrogram) and relationships of photobiont host lineages (left). Lichen photobionts
include Chlorophyta or Cyanobacteria, which can occur alone within thalli (that is, in chlorolichens or cyanolichens, respectively) or together in one
thallus (that is, tripartite lichens (asterisks)). Tripartite lichens are counted above only once as Chlorophyta because the lichen thalli that we collected
were dominated (in area or volume) by the algal photobionts. c, Fungal barcode locus: nuclear ribosomal ITS and 5.8S gene, sequenced for cultures with a
portion of the nuclear ribosomal LSU (ITS nrDNA-partial LSU nrDNA). NGS data represent the ITS2 nrDNA region.
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Fig. 2 | Host identity structures endophyte communities at a circumboreal scale. a, We observed no evidence of distance decay in endophyte community
similarity. b, A Mantel correlogram as a function of geographical distance classes among seven sites shows a lack of geographical autocorrelation.
c, A quantile box plot illustrates variation in richness among host lineages. Statistical analyses were performed using analysis of variance with post
hoc Tukey’s HSD (different letters indicate significant differences in endophyte richness among host lineages). d, NMDS for one host genus per lineage
(colours) at a circumboreal scale reveals differences in endophyte communities among host genera, including those host genera sampled in at least
four sites (shapes): Rhododendron (Magnoliophyta), Picea (Pinophyta), Equisetum (Monilophyta), Lycopodium (Lycopodiophyta), Pleurozium (Bryophyta),
Cladonia (chlorolichen) and Peltigera (cyanolichens and tripartite lichens). Statistics reflect host × site interaction in permutational multivariate analysis of
variance after combining data for three individual replicates for each host species per site (see Methods; Supplementary Table 6).
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Fig. 3 | Networks reveal host affiliations of endophyte OTUs at local and circumboreal scales. a–g, Networks by site, with node diameter proportional
to log10-transformed read abundance. Colour indicates the number of host lineages in which an OTU was observed. OTU richness and read depth are
shown for each host lineage per site. h–j, Networks for circumboreal datasets; node diameter is proportional to the number of sites in which the OTU was
observed. Host lineages are represented by a single host genus sampled in at least four sites. Asterisks indicate cyanolichens. For a–j, nodes represent
OTUs. Edges connect OTUs to host lineage(s) in which they were found.

collections ranged from local (<1–100 m) to global scales (up to
8,676 km; Fig. 1a). Host tissues were surface-sterilized and cut
into 2 mm2 fragments18 for culturing and NGS. In total, we prepared more than 46,000 fragments to isolate endophytes and an
equivalent quantity for NGS (Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). We
obtained 11,975 endophyte isolates in culture and used the Sanger
platform to sequence the fungal internal transcribed spacer
nuclear ribosomal DNA (ITS nrDNA) barcode locus21 and a portion of the adjacent, phylogenetically informative large subunit
(LSU) nrDNA region for each isolate (Fig. 1c and Supplementary
Tables 2 and 3). NGS analysis of host tissues generated more than
6 million quality-filtered ITS2 nrDNA sequences of endophytes
(Fig. 1c and Supplementary Tables 2 and 3).
1432

Results and discussion

Together, the culture-based and NGS datasets included more than
6,000 operational taxonomic units (OTUs) in five fungal phyla,
including a minimum of seven classes of Ascomycota and seven
classes of Basidiomycota (Supplementary Fig. 2). Endophyte richness values inferred by culturing and NGS were correlated positively,
independent of host lineage or sequencing depth (Supplementary
Fig. 3). Overall, richness based on NGS was approximately fifteenfold greater than that inferred by culturing from the equivalent
quantity of host tissue (Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). When
NGS data were subsampled to match the number of sequenced
cultures, NGS provided an approximately fivefold increase in richness relative to culturing (NGS, 1,466.5 ± 21.3 OTUs; culturing,
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Fig. 4 | Evolutionary context of endophyte–host associations revealed by phylogenetic analyses of the most species-rich fungal phylum (Ascomycota).
Phylogenetic placement of endophytes was inferred in T-BAS30. Trees show endophyte isolates, which were obtained by culturing, with rings of metadata
(host, site, continent) indicated by colours. Reference taxa are shown with coloured branches and no metadata30. a, Pezizomycotina, the largest
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Supplementary Figs. 12–16.

315.0 ± 7.0 OTUs). Culturing and NGS recovered the same classes
and orders of Ascomycota, albeit in different proportions, whereas
NGS recovered a higher diversity of Basidiomycota (Supplementary

Fig. 2 and Supplementary Methods). Sampling was sufficient for
ecological inference (Supplementary Fig. 4) and repeated sampling
at a focal site after 3 yr showed that a single sampling event was
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representative of the local endophyte community over the timescale
of our study (Supplementary Fig. 5).
Comparison of the entire dataset with more than 44,000 OTUs
observed in global surveys of soil fungi22, including fungi from
boreal soils, revealed that boreal endophytes were strikingly distinct.
Only 1.5% of OTUs found in the global soil dataset were observed
here as endophytes22 (Supplementary Table 4). Similarly, only 2.5%
of OTUs observed here were found in comparable surveys of endophytes from the temperate zone (12% when data were restricted to
only cultures, as in previous studies18; Supplementary Table 4).
These findings underscore the tremendous richness of boreal
endophytes and the distinct niche they occupy as symbionts. As
such, we evaluated the importance of host identity, climate and geographical distance in structuring endophyte assemblages at local to
circumboreal scales. Within each site, host identity was the major
predictor of endophyte community structure (Supplementary
Fig. 1). Host genus explained an average of 58% of the variation in endophyte community composition within sites (51–68%;
Supplementary Fig. 1). As for soil fungi22,23, endophyte richness
was correlated positively with mean annual precipitation (MAP;
Supplementary Table 5). For boreal endophytes, however, host
lineage had greater explanatory power than MAP in our models
(Supplementary Table 5 and Supplementary Fig. 6).
At the circumboreal scale, we predicted that dissimilarity of
endophyte assemblages would correlate positively with geographical distance, consistent with distance decay24. However, dissimilarity
of endophyte assemblages could not be explained by geographical
distance (Fig. 2a,b). Instead, host effects persisted at the global scale
(Fig. 2c,d), reflecting the positive correlation between community
dissimilarity of endophytes and the genetic distance between host
taxa across the circumboreal belt (Mantel test: r = 0.20, P < 0.0001;
see also ref. 25 for similar correlations for root-associated bacteria,
but at local scales). These host effects were modulated by site-specific factors, the importance of which varied among host lineages
(Supplementary Fig. 7 and Supplementary Table 6). Thus, assemblages of boreal endophytes appear to largely reflect biotic filtering
by hosts in the context of distinctive environments, microclimates
or historical artefacts of host distributions26, rather than turnover
due to inter-site distance alone. Accordingly, the slopes of species–
area relationships for boreal endophytes are steep regardless of geographical scale (Supplementary Fig. 8 and Supplementary Table 7).
For horizontally transmitted symbionts, host colonization
requires both dispersal to the host and symbiotic establishment.
Endophyte OTUs with wide host ranges might be predicted to
have large geographical ranges owing to the widespread availability
of suitable partners27. To test this prediction, we used networks to
visualize the associations of endophyte OTUs with hosts at local and
circumboreal scales (Fig. 3). Even when analyses were restricted to
the most common OTUs, an average of 64% of OTUs were affiliated
with members of only one host lineage in each site (Fig. 3a–g). The
number of host lineages in which an OTU was found was a poor
predictor of OTU abundance, suggesting that OTUs were not designated inappropriately as specialists simply because they were rare
(Supplementary Fig. 9 and Supplementary Methods). When scaled
to the circumboreal level, an average of 24% of the most common
OTUs still associated with members of only one host lineage (Fig. 3h–j).
The remaining OTUs seem to be host generalists with wider
geographical distributions than the more locally restricted specialists (Supplementary Fig. 10). Although it is possible that the apparent generalists contain cryptic species with narrower distributions28,
haplotype analysis of sequences representing the most widespread
generalist OTU reveals a global distribution of the most abundant amplicon sequence variants (ASVs; Supplementary Fig. 11).
Geographically restricted and specialist OTUs represent diverse
genera with different spore sizes and discharge methods (including endophytes that are closely related to plant pathogens with
1434

transoceanic dispersal29), such that dispersal limitation alone cannot
explain their limited distributions. The availability of suitable hosts
likely limits the geographical distributions of specialists and drives
the high global richness of endophytes at a circumboreal scale.
Acknowledging the evolutionary relatedness among OTUs provides an important framework for understanding ecological patterns. At present, the relatively short sequences generated by NGS
for fungi usually cannot be placed reliably in community-scale
phylogenetic analyses21,30. The endophyte OTUs that we isolated in
culture were a representative subset of abundant OTUs obtained by
NGS from the same host material (Supplementary Methods) but, in
contrast to the short sequences obtained by NGS, were represented
by longer sequencing reads containing regions that are informative
for phylogenetic placement30. By placing these cultured endophytes
in a robust phylogenetic framework for the first time, we detected
distinctive evolutionary trajectories in each focal class of the most
prevalent phylum in both of the culture-based and culture-independent datasets (that is, Ascomycota; Fig. 4 and Supplementary
Figs. 12–16). We observed a relatively wide host generalism and
broad geographical distributions of endophyte-dominated clades
in Sordariomycetes and Pezizomycetes, which affiliate especially
frequently with lichens (Supplementary Fig. 2). In contrast, endophytes in classes such as Dothideomycetes and Leotiomycetes
often had narrower host and geographical distributions, and were
observed more frequently in plants (Supplementary Fig. 2).
Fungal endophytes influence the functional traits, ecological dynamics and evolutionary trajectories of their hosts, and are
therefore fundamentally important to the dynamics and resilience
of plant communities under climate stress14. Experimental studies reveal direct sensitivity of boreal endophytes to warming and
suggest altered functional roles with climate change31,32. Our results
suggest that endophytes of boreal plants and lichens are distinctive,
hyperdiverse and distributed in a manner that reflects the presence
of compatible hosts at local to circumglobal scales. Thus, shifts in
climate that lead to local and regional extirpation of plants and
lichens4 are likely to result in the rapid loss of endophyte diversity
locally. As a consequence, boreal plant and lichen communities
globally may face a loss of symbiont-conferred resilience—a change
that is detrimental to their continued persistence in the increasingly
imperilled boreal realm.

Methods

Field collections. We collected fresh, photosynthetic tissues of a diverse range
of plants and lichens in seven sites across North America and Eurasia (Fig. 1 and
Supplementary Table 1). Climate data were obtained from the WorldClim database
(www.worldclim.org) at a resolution of 30 arcsec. There was no evidence of recent
fire in any focal site (on the basis of tree cores, interviews with forestry agents,
forestry data and observations of fire damage such as charcoal, scarring and related
indicators). Field collections were conducted at the height of the growing season
from 2011 to 2013 (Supplementary Table 1). At each site, we collected fresh mature
asymptomatic tissues of at least ten species of plants and thalli of at least ten species
of lichens (defined by mycobiont) in each of three replicate microsites as described
previously18 (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). For each host we collected
a random subset of photosynthetic tissues that, for long-lived individuals or tissues,
encompassed multiple years of growth. Portable laminar-flow hoods facilitated
sterile processing at remote locations, and sterile methods were used for all of the
tissue processing steps described below.
Endophyte isolation, DNA extraction, PCR amplification and Sanger
sequencing. Fresh tissues from each host collection were cut into 2 mm2 segments,
which were surface-sterilized as described previously18. We chose 96 segments
randomly for endophyte isolation, and an equal number were chosen randomly
for culture-independent analysis (described below)33. Endophytes were isolated on
2% malt-extract agar under sterile conditions18. Fungi that emerged from tissue
pieces were vouchered in sterile water and deposited at the Robert L. Gilbertson
Mycological Herbarium at the University of Arizona (Supplementary Table 8).
We extracted total genomic DNA directly from each fungal isolate34. The nuclear
ribosomal ITS and 5.8S gene (ITS nrDNA) and an adjacent portion of the nuclear
ribosomal LSU (LSU nrDNA; approximately 500 bp) were PCR-amplified as a
single fragment (Fig. 1c), sequenced bidirectionally and processed manually18.
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High-quality Sanger sequencing data were obtained for 10,805 out of 11,975
isolates (Supplementary Tables 2, 3 and 8).

nrDNA-partial LSU nrDNA Sanger sequences were used for analyses of richness
based on culturing (see below; Supplementary Tables 2 and 3).

DNA extraction, PCR amplification and Illumina sequencing. Concurrently
with culturing (described above), we placed 96 surface-sterilized segments per
host collection in cetrimonium bromide (CTAB) buffer (1 M Tris-HCl pH 8,
5 M NaCl, 0.5 M EDTA and 20 g CTAB)33,35 under sterile conditions. Tubes were
stored at −80 °C until the DNA was extracted. We extracted total genomic DNA
using the MoBio PowerPlant Pro DNA Isolation Kit (Qiagen)36 and amplified and
sequenced the fungal ITS nrDNA locus for each sample using a dual-barcoded
two-step library preparation process37 with the primer pair ITS1F and ITS438,39.
We performed PCR for each sample in three replicates. Amplification was verified
on 2% agarose gels that were stained with SYBR Green I (Molecular Probes,
Invitrogen). The final PCR products were quantified fluorometrically, normalized
and pooled in equimolar amounts. The final amplicon pool was purified with
Agencourt AMPure XP beads according to the manufacturer’s instructions
(Beckman Coulter). A BioAnalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies) was used to
determine the DNA concentration and fragment-size distribution of the final
library before paired-end sequencing was performed using an Illumina MiSeq with
the Reagent Kit v3 (2 × 300 bp).

Comparison of boreal endophytes to a global survey of fungi from soil. A
representative sequence for each OTU was clustered with representative sequences
for 44,563 fungal OTUs from a global survey of soil22 at 99% ITS nrDNA sequence
identity (to account for differences due to different sequencing and bioinformatic
methods between studies) with UCLUST40. Percentage overlap was calculated as
the number of boreal endophyte OTUs that clustered with a fungal OTU from soil
divided by the total number of OTUs from soil fungi (Supplementary Table 4).
Similar results were obtained when clustering was repeated using 97% sequence
similarity (that is, 3% of soil OTUs22 were observed here as boreal endophytes).

Bioinformatics and quality control. Raw Illumina data were demultiplexed and
sequences representing PhiX and a diversity shotgun library (that is, genomic
DNA representing a non-fungal organism that was spiked into the run to
improve cluster density during sequencing; IBEST Genomics Core, personal
communication), as well as sequences containing more than one mismatch to the
barcode and more than four mismatches to primers, were removed. The remaining
9,942,458 reads that corresponded to the ITS2 nrDNA region were trimmed
for quality control using a cut-off length of 170 bp and a maximum error rate of
1.0 in USEARCH v.8.1.186140,41, resulting in 4,553,953 high-quality sequences.
To combine Sanger sequences from cultures with Illumina sequences for direct
comparisons, we first used ITSx v.1.0.742 to identify Sanger sequences that did not
contain at least 50 bp of either ITS1 or ITS2 nrDNA. These sequences (n = 86) were
removed. For the remaining 10,719 Sanger sequences (Supplementary Tables 2
and 3), all of the bases downstream of the conserved region at the start of LSU
nrDNA (that is, 3′ end) were removed and the 5′ end of the sequences were
trimmed to a length of 170 bp to match the exact length and start position of
Illumina sequences. Sanger and Illumina sequences were dereplicated in parallel
and OTUs represented by only one or two Illumina sequences (that is, singleton or
doubleton OTUs) were removed33,40.
OTU clustering and taxonomic assignments. After these filtering steps,
dereplicated sequences from both the culture-based and NGS analyses were
clustered into OTUs at 95% sequence similarity using the UPARSE-OTU
algorithm43 as implemented in USEARCH40, a decision that was based on the
clustering results of the mock community (Supplementary Methods). In addition
to de novo chimera checking that was performed during clustering44, representative
sequences for each OTU were subjected to reference-based chimera checking using
the UNITE45 database with UCHIME44. Raw Illumina reads and all of the Sanger
reads were mapped back to chimera-checked OTUs to construct an OTU table
containing more than 6 million reads and more than 6,200 OTUs.
A representative sequence from each OTU (which was chosen to represent the
most abundant sequence in the cluster) was queried first with ITSx42 to identify
and subsequently remove OTUs that lacked the ITS2 region. Sequences from
the remaining OTUs were queried against the NCBI non-redundant nucleotide
database (but excluding all environmental sequences) with BLASTn46. BLAST
output was analysed using MEGAN47 v.5.11.3 with default parameters for the
lowest common ancestor. OTUs representing lichen-forming fungi (that is, the
primary mycobiont; Supplementary Table 3) or plant hosts, sequences with no
hits, and/or sequences not classified to fungi, were removed from the subsequent
analyses. The remaining OTUs were queried against the UNITE fungal database45
with the RDP Classifier48 for taxonomic classification with a cut-off threshold of
80% confidence as implemented in QIIME v.1.849 (Supplementary Fig. 2). Analyses
of the phylogenetically diverse mock community confirmed our bioinformatic
methods for (1) removal of spurious OTUs resulting from erroneous sequences;
(2) low prevalence of tag-switching50 among samples (<1% of OTUs); and (3)
correct estimates of species boundaries for phylogenetically diverse taxa present in
the mock community (Supplementary Table 9). Representative analyses described
below were repeated with data that were denoised and clustered into zero-radius
OTUs (that is, zOTUs; analogous to amplicon sequence variants51) with the
UNOISE2 algorithm52 in USEARCH (Supplementary Methods). In this context,
rare taxa were more abundant, but our main results did not differ appreciably.
Sanger sequences containing the entire ITS nrDNA-partial LSU nrDNA region
were also clustered into OTUs independent of NGS reads following methods
described previously18. We observed a significant correlation in species richness
per host between OTU richness based on full-length ITS nrDNA-partial LSU
nrDNA Sanger sequences and OTU richness based on trimmed ITS2 nrDNA reads
(to match NGS read length, see above; Pearson correlation: r = 0.98, P < 0.0001;
Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). OTUs that were designated using full-length ITS

Comparisons of boreal endophytes to endophytes of temperate plants and
lichens. We compared the overlap of boreal endophytes with endophytes from
plants and lichens in a temperate semideciduous forest, temperate coniferous forest
and subtropical scrub forest of North America18, which were isolated, sequenced
and analysed using the methods described here (n = 1,042 cultures; 352 OTUs).
Intersite distances between boreal sites and these sites ranged from 4,452 km to
more than 10,000 km. Percentage overlap was calculated as the number of OTUs
that contained both boreal and temperate endophytes divided by the total OTUs
for cultured endophytes only (12.0%; 63 out of 524 OTUs), as well as all of the
cultures plus NGS reads (2.5%; 153 out of 6,152 OTUs; Supplementary Table 4).
Phylogenetic analyses. Phylogenetic placement of endophytes in the Ascomycota
was inferred using the Tree-Based Alignment Selector Toolkit (T-BAS) v.2.1
(https://tbas.hpc.ncsu.edu/)30 with the evolutionary placement algorithm in
RAxML53 for 10,805 cultures of boreal endophytes for which ITS nrDNA-partial
LSU nrDNA sequences were obtained (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Figs. 12–16). The
reference Pezizomycotina tree in T-BAS is based on six loci30. The settings that we
used to place endophyte cultures within the reference Ascomycota tree with 5.8S
nrDNA and partial LSU nrDNA sequences were as follows: UNITE filter engaged,
1.0 sequence identity, genetic distance score = 10 standard deviations, likelihood
weights (fast), with the outgroup selected. Each major class of Pezizomycotina was
then selected (Fig. 4) for RAxML analysis with 1,000 bootstrap replicates following
realignment in MAFFT54, and data were retained for all of the cultures (Fig. 4 and
Supplementary Figs. 12–16). Haplotype network analyses for sequences of Daldinia
loculata (see ref. 55 for phylogenetic placement) were performed in T-BAS with TCS
v.1.2156 (Supplementary Fig. 11).
Statistical analyses. We used analysis of variance to compare richness among
sites and host lineages for cultures and NGS after accounting for differences in
sequencing depth. Richness was defined for the analysis by calculating the residuals
of OTU richness in relation to the square root of the number of reads as described
previously22 (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 6). We examined the relationship
between endophyte species richness and environmental variables (mean annual
temperature (MAT) and MAP), host lineage and site using linear mixed models
(Supplementary Table 5). We compared total richness among host lineages and
sites for both cultures and NGS data using rarefaction (Supplementary Fig. 4). We
calculated OTU-richness estimates and performed rarefaction analyses using the
vegan57 package in R58.
We used non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordinations based
on Hellinger dissimilarity to visualize fungal community structure within each
site (Supplementary Fig. 1). We used all of the host collections from our main
sites (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). We used the same approach for
the analysis across seven sites that span the circumboreal belt; however, for each
major host lineage we used data from a single representative genus sampled in at
least four sites: Rhododendron (Magnoliophyta), Picea (Pinophyta), Equisetum
(Monilophyta), Lycopodium (Lycopodiophyta), Pleurozium (Bryophyta), Cladonia
(chlorolichen) and Peltigera (cyanolichens and tripartite lichens; Fig. 2d). Read
counts among samples differed by more than 2–3×; thus, to remove the effect of
differential sequencing depth we rarefied the number of NGS reads per host to the
lowest number of sequences following previous recommendations59. Owing to the
preponderance of zeros in the OTU matrix, non-convergence of the ordination
search and high stress values, NMDS analyses at the circumglobal scale were
restricted to OTUs with more than 100 reads. Data for three collections for each host
species per site were combined to enable the NMDS analysis to converge (Fig. 2d).
We used permutational multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) with
the Hellinger distance metric to assess the significance of community similarity
as a function of host genus and lineage (plant/algal phylum or mycobiont order)
at the local scale (Supplementary Fig. 1), or as a function of host identity (that
is, lineage and genus), site and/or environmental variables (MAT, MAP) at the
circumglobal scale (Supplementary Table 6). In these analyses, data from multiple
microsites were not combined (whereas in Fig. 2d, data from multiple microsites
were combined to achieve convergence of the NMDS analysis and lower stress
values; see above). Site explained a greater proportion of variation in endophyte
community composition than MAP and/or MAT; therefore, we used site as an
explanatory variable because it encapsulates both climate as well as other sitespecific factors. PERMANOVA were implemented using the ‘adonis’ function in
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the R library vegan57 as described previously60–62. To account for the significant
effect of host on endophyte community structure, analyses at the circumglobal
scale were conducted with the entire dataset as well as various subsets of hosts
including (1) only plants; (2) only lichens; or (3) various combinations of 16
plant and lichen genera, each of which was found in a minimum of four sites
(Supplementary Table 6).
Relationship between richness estimates from cultures and NGS. We tested
for a correlation between species richness as inferred from culture-free NGS and
Sanger sequencing using Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Supplementary Fig. 3).
To account for differences in sample sizes, reads for each host species were rarefied
to the lowest read depth (Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 and Supplementary Fig. 3).
We examined the strength of the correlation after calculating NGS richness in
two ways: (1) using similar NGS sampling depth per host species/site (see above,
rarefaction); and (2) using the same number of sequences as those obtained from
cultures, and focusing only on Ascomycota.
Assessment of interannual variation in endophyte communities. We compared
the isolation frequency, richness and community composition of endophytes
isolated in culture in one site (AKE; Supplementary Table 1) in summer of 2008
(ref. 18) and 2011 (Supplementary Fig. 5). Isolation frequency, defined as the
percentage of tissue segments containing cultivable fungi, was used as a proxy
for host tissue colonization18. We used t-tests to compare isolation frequency
between sampling years for plants and lichens separately (Supplementary Fig. 5).
As sampling intensity was 2× greater in the second sampling year, we rarefied
reads 1,000× to compare richness at the same sequencing depth (Supplementary
Fig. 5). We used PERMANOVA to test for differences in endophyte community
composition as a function of sampling year and visualized endophyte communities
with NMDS as described above (Supplementary Fig. 5).
Spatial autocorrelation and distance decay. We computed Mantel correlograms
of Hellinger community distance and intersite geographical distances (Fig. 2b)
to quantify spatial autocorrelation63. Intersite distances were measured using
the Haversine method in the R package fields64. Correlation coefficients were
computed after 999 permutations. Relationships between community distance and
intersite distances for Sanger sequences and NGS data were plotted to visualize
distance decay (Fig. 2a) and Mantel tests were computed to test for a correlation.
To test the significance of site and host lineage on communities while constraining
variation attributable to distance alone, we used distance-based redundancy
analysis (RDA) constrained by principal components of neighbour matrices
(PCNM), implemented in vegan using the ‘capscale’ function61,65,66. The ‘ordiR2step’
function in vegan was used for forward model choice solely on adjusted R2 and P
values. RDA also was used to assess variation attributable to spatial eigenvectors
alone, after accounting for host lineage and site effects.
Hierarchical clustering of endophyte communities in focal host genera.
We used UPGMA average linkage clustering with Bray–Curtis dissimilarity in
vegan57 to assess the importance of site-specific factors on endophyte community
composition in focal host genera. If geographical distance affects endophyte
community composition, endophyte communities within a single host genus
should cluster according to intersite distances (Fig. 1b). Instead, UPGMA
dendrograms appear to illustrate site-specific factors, the importance of which
varied among host genera (Supplementary Fig. 7).
Relationship of host genetic distance and endophyte community dissimilarity.
We used Mantel tests to examine the correlation between host genetic distance
and endophyte community dissimilarity. Endophyte community dissimilarity
was defined with Hellinger distance (see above) and host genetic distance was
estimated by analysis of sequencing data that represent the ribulose bisphosphate
carboxylase large chain (rbcL) for plants. A lack of data for many mycobionts (that
is, approximately 66% of mycobionts for locus RPB1) precluded a similar analysis
for lichens. The matrix of host rbcL uncorrected pairwise distances was computed
in mothur67 using the default parameters. A Mantel test was implemented with
vegan57 in R using the Pearson correlation method and 999 permutations.
Species–area relationships. Species–area relationships were computed for Sanger
sequences from cultures and NGS data on the basis of sampling area and area of
photosynthetic tissues (Supplementary Fig. 8 and Supplementary Table 7). Species
richness was calculated as the mean richness of all of the possible permutations at
each sampling area (Supplementary Methods). For each analysis, species richness
and area were log10-transformed before regression.
Endophyte host associations. We quantified and visualized the distribution
of OTUs among major host lineages with networks constructed with the R
package igraph v.0.7.168. Networks were constructed for OTUs in each site (using
endophytes from all of the host taxa; Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). Networks
constructed at a circumglobal scale were restricted to (1) communities from a
subset of ten plant genera and five lichen genera, each of which was sampled in
at least four sites (Supplementary Fig. 9) or (2) endophyte communities from
1436

a representative genus for each major host lineage (Fig. 3). We used χ2 tests to
evaluate the null hypothesis that the number of host lineages used by an endophyte
OTU was consistent regardless of the number of sites in which that OTU was found
(that is, one site, two sites and so on). Likelihood ratio tests were used to compute
the probability of obtaining, by chance alone, a χ2 value greater than the observed
value if no relationship exists between the number of host lineages and number of
sites. P values were <0.001 for all of the networks (Supplementary Fig. 10).
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability

Raw sequencing data and metadata are deposited in at DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank
(BioProject PRJNA514023: SRA BioSamples SAMN10718335–SAMN10718821;
Sanger Targeted Locus Study project accession numbers KCRE01000001–
KCRE01010802). All of the sequencing data, metadata and other types of data used
in this study are publicly available at figshare69.
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Targeted Locus Study project accession KCRE00000000). All sequence data, metadata, other data types, and code used in this study are publicly available in Figshare
(ref 69).
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Ecological, evolutionary & environmental sciences study design
All studies must disclose on these points even when the disclosure is negative.
Study description

In this study we used culturing and culture-independent, next-generation sequencing (NGS) to examine fungal endophyte
communities in phylogenetically diverse plant and lichen hosts (Magnoliophyta, Pinophyta, Monilophyta, Lycopodiophyta, Bryophyta,
and lichens that comprised fungal mycobionts with Cyanobacteria, Chlorophyta, or both photobionts) that we collected in seven sites
in North America and Eurasia that together circumscribe the global boreal belt.

Research sample

Research samples consisted of fresh, photosynthetic tissues of 498 plants and lichens from across the global boreal belt. The
rationale for sampling was to ensure the greatest phylogenetic and ecological diversity of hosts within each sampling site. All
endophyte data were generated by us. Data sources for soil fungi are cited in the main text and Methods.

Sampling strategy

We collected 498 individual plant- and lichen host collections in seven sites in North America and Eurasia that together circumscribe
the global boreal belt. In each site we collected a minimum of 60 host individuals (at least 10 species of plants and thalli of at least 10
species of lichens (defined by mycobiont) in each of three replicate microsites). We previously used this sampling stategy to capture a
statistically complete sample of culturable endophytic richness from a diversity of hosts within each site (i.e., such that estimated
richness falls within the 95% confidence intervals of observed richness), thus permiting meaningful comparisons of diversity and
composition among communities (U'Ren et al., 2012, Am. J. Bot.). Our sampling strategy included multiple spatial replicates per site
and when possible, we included multiple taxonomic replicates per host lineage in each site (e.g., multiple species of Magnoliophyta,
Pinophyta, Bryophyta, etc.). Sites were chosen to represent the breadth of mean annual precipitation (MAP) and mean annual
temperature (MAT) encompassed by the boreal forest belt, while still allowing for similar plant and lichen species to be collected
across the broadest geographical area to disentangle phylogenetic and spatial factors.

Data collection

Plant and lichen tissues from each host collection were surface-sterilized and processed following our previous methods (U'Ren et al.,
2012, Am. J. Bot.). Under sterile conditions, 96 segments were chosen haphazardly for endophyte isolation on 2% malt extra agar,
and an equal number were chosen haphazardly and placed in CTAB buffer for culture-independent analysis following U'Ren et al.,
(2016; Mol. Ecol. Res.). Portable laminar flow hoods facilitated sterile processing at remote locations, and sterile methods were used
for all tissue processing steps. All emergent cultures were subject to DNA extraction, PCR amplification of the ITS nrDNA-partial LSU
nrDNA locus, and bi-directional Sanger sequencing at the University of Arizona Genetics Core Facility. See Methods for details on
processing and curation of Sanger sequences and fungal cultures. DNA extracted directly from host tissues was subject to
amplification of the ITS nrDNA locus and sequenced with an Illumina MiSeq at the IBEST Genomics Resources Core at the University
of Idaho. Demultiplexing was performed on raw data at the sequencing center. See Methods for detailed information on
bioinformatic processing. Field collection information (lat/long, slope, canopy coverage, host species) was recorded at the time of
sampling. When necessary, plant and lichen identifications were verified by taxonomic experts after collection.
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Field-specific reporting

Timing and spatial scale Field collections from seven sites across North America (4 sites) and Eurasia (3 sites) were conducted at the height of the growing
season (June-August) from 2011 to 2013. Details are provided in Supplementary Table 1. In each field site, plant and lichen samples
were collected within a 5-hour time period and samples were processed for culturing and NGS within 48 hours after collection (with
the exception of eastern Russia where materials were processed within 72 hours). Geographic distances between sites ranged from
local (< 1-100 m) to global scales (up to 8,676 km).

Data exclusions

Only a small numbers of cultures or NGS sequences were excluded from analyses. Details are outlined in the Methods,
Supplementary Tables, and Figure Legends. We have aimed for maximum transparency throughout.

Reproducibility

Although this was an observational study we verified our findings by repeated sampling in a focal site in Alaska (see details in
Methods and Extended Data) and we verified our results using both culturing and next-generation sequencing methods.

Randomization

Our study was collections-based rather than experimental, thus our statistical analyses were mostly correlative. For analyses
involving samples grouped by site or host lineage appropriate statistical tests were used to account for covariates.

Blinding

Host identity was not evident to researchers handling cultures or NGS samples, such that no systematic biases could be introduced
inadvertently.
Yes

No

Field work, collection and transport
Field conditions
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Did the study involve field work?

Details for each sampling site are provided in the Methods and Supplemental Table 1 (including forest composition, latitude,
longitude, altitude, climate). Climate data for each site was obtained from the WorldClim database. In each site, we used tree
cores, interviews with forestry agents, forestry data, and observations of fire damage (charcoal, scarring, and related indicators)
to determine whether sites had experienced recent fires.
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Details for all sampling locations are provided in Supplementary Table 1 with further details on specific host locations provided in
Supplementary Tables 2-3.

Access and import/export

All samples were imported by Arnold with USDA permission (APHIS PPQ permit # P526P-10-02180) and were housed according
to permit regulations at the University of Arizona in approved quarantine space. All work was done with local collaborators or
facilitators (Russia, eastern Russia, Sweden, Alaska, Québec) or with permission of granting agency (Michigan) or Parcs Canada
(Wood Buffalo National Park, Alberta, Canada).

Disturbance

Plant and lichen hosts in each site were accessed via established roads and trails to minimize disturbances to the enviroment.
We collected small amounts of material from each host to limit disturbance to the environment.

Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods
We require information from authors about some types of materials, experimental systems and methods used in many studies. Here, indicate whether each material,
system or method listed is relevant to your study. If you are not sure if a list item applies to your research, read the appropriate section before selecting a response.

Materials & experimental systems

Methods

n/a Involved in the study

n/a Involved in the study

Antibodies

ChIP-seq

Eukaryotic cell lines

Flow cytometry

Palaeontology

MRI-based neuroimaging
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Animals and other organisms
Human research participants
Clinical data
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